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Encompass Group, LLC Introduces Super‐Soft Evolution™ Nonwoven Scrubs
McDonough, GA–(September 2012)–Encompass Group, LLC introduces Super‐Soft Evolution™ scrubs to
their line of nonwoven staff apparel.
Super‐Soft Evolution scrubs are the perfect solution for staff, visitors, labor room, and patients requiring
temporary clothing.
Constructed of a technologically advanced material, featuring a unique quilted texture that is soft to the
touch, these new scrubs provide enhanced comfort, fit and feel. Super‐Soft Evolution scrubs are
remarkably comfortable to wear.
Unisex tops and pants with elastic or drawstring waists feature a highly opaque True Blue optical blocking
technology to prevent see‐through and protect modesty. Sizes range from Small to 3X‐Large.
Coordinating Warm‐Up Jackets are available in sizes ranging from Medium to 2X‐Large.
Encompass Super‐Soft Evolution scrubs reduce cross‐contamination and minimize loss and laundry
expense, without sacrificing comfort and wearability. The comfort of traditional scrubs with the
performance of new technology: Encompass Super‐Soft Evolution scrubs are the best of both worlds.
About Encompass Group
Encompass Group, LLC (McDonough, GA) is one of the leading manufacturers and marketers of reusable
textiles, professional apparel, and disposable and single‐use medical products. For nearly a century,
Encompass has been helping health‐care and hospitality organizations create safe and comfortable
environments for patients, staff, residents and guests. By focusing on innovation, product knowledge and
customer service, Encompass strives to always meet the needs of its clients and surpass their
expectations.
Its people and services, combined with comprehensive distribution and manufacturing facilities, allow
Encompass to offer customers the broadest spectrum of textile‐related solutions in the health care
marketplace today. For more information, contact Encompass at info@encompassgroup.net, or (800)
245‐4636. Visit us at www.encompassgroup.net.
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